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In this paper we shall develop a general theory of forms over a not neccs- 
sarily commutative ring A with involution. We shall formally use the notion 
of the opposite M of an A-module M so as to be able to define a form as an 
A-bilinear map h : M x M+ A. Although our definition thus differs from 
the customary one where A-linearity in one variable gets lost, it is easy to 
switch from one language to the other. In this context it is an unnecessary and 
unjustified restriction of generality to stick to Hermitian forms. Everything 
works just as well for what we shall call h-Hermitian forms although of course 
the cases X = 1 (Hermitian forms) and h 1: -1 (skew-Hermitian forms) are 
the most interesting ones in practice. When in particular A is commutative 
and the involution is trivial, then we come back mainly to symmetric and 
skew-symmetric forms. 
An important feature of our theory is the presence of a second ring B with 
involution. The underlying modules are to be given as A- B-bimodules and 
the forms are to factorize through aB . In other words a form is effectively 
the same as a homomorphism h : M Be M- .4 of A-bimodules. Isomctry, 
orthogonal sums, hyperbolic forms, the Grothendieck group and the 
Wittgroup are always to be understood in this sense. If one wishes just to 
look at forms over A one can of course always take B as the centre of A or as 
the ring of integers. On the other hand for instance in the study of reprcsen- 
tations of groups by automorphisms of forms over a given commutative 
* Part of this paper comes from the Ph.D. thesis (London University) of the second 
named author. The contribution of the first named author is based on work done 
while he enjoyed the hospitality of Cornell University, partly supported by contract 
NSF-GP-7945. 
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ring A-1 ~ R (cf. [3]), a second ring H, namely the group ring over ‘4 appears 
quite naturally in precisely the prescribed role. 
The set up in which a form involves two rings allows us to generalize a 
classical notion of quadratic form theory and to define a product of forms in 
the appropriate framevvork. This plays a central role. On the one hand it gives 
rise to general pairings of Grothendieck groups and of Wittgroups, of which 
the ring structure of the classical Wittring is a special case’. On the other hand 
the functorial constructions for “going up” and for “going down” on change 
of ring turn out to be just applications of the product of forms. Finally the 
A-Hermitian R,Iorita theory which we are developing involves the form 
product in the same way as ordinary bIorita theory involves the tensor product 
of modules. 
For applications see two further papers (cf. [3][4]), as well as the theory of 
discriminantal invariants, briefly outlined in [2]. 
1. PAIRINGS 
All rings have identities and all modules arc unitary. Let ,4 be a ring, 
M a left A4-module, N a right A-module. We consider A-pairings 
h : M x :I:-- -4. (1.1) 
Here h is additive in M and in N, and 
h(am, n) := ah(m, n), 
h(m, na) =: h(m, n) a, 
fOrmEi~I,?lElV,aEA. 
The A-dual 
I@ = Horn, (M, -4) 
is an A-module of the opposite hand. We describe the action of iti on M by a 
canonical pairing 
^ i \ 
Thus for x E A, nz E M, the image of m under Y is denoted by (m, x)~ or just 
by ,(nz, .v‘\. Lye use analogous notations for the dual of the right A-module N. 
The duals, with their canonical pairings, then form universal objects for 
z3-pairings. In other words the pairings h in (1.1) correspond biuniquely to 
’ For :L less classical example of such rings see [3]. 
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the ,4-linear maps 19:’ : M + *q, and also to the L-l-linear maps 02’ : :\- -t ifi 
via the formulae 
h(m, n) -= (m, t?;“‘?P ~~ tH”‘m, n’ ’ \I ~~~ ,I /IV (I .2) 
‘raking in (I .2), h = (,)M we obtain in particular a map 0:’ = w,+, : M --f :6i, 
and analogously for right A4-modules. -11 is said to be re$xive if 01~~ is an 
isomorphism. 
In general we shall say that the pairing h is nonsingular if both Sj,” and 0;” 
arc isomorphisms. If h is nonsingular then both the modules M and AT arc 
reflexive. Conversely if, say, M is reflexive then <,jM is nonsingular. 
Sow let B be a further ring and suppose that M -= APIR, X := BAY, . 
Here e.g. the first equation means that ill1 is an --1- B-bimodulc with A3 acting 
on the left, and B on the right. TVe say that the pairing h admits B if 
h(mb, n) --: h(m, bn) (1.3) 
This means of course that we may consider 
as a homomorphism of A-bimodules. \\‘e shall usually adopt this point of 
view and we shall not distinguish notationally? between the two interpreta- 
tions (1.1) and (I .4) of the symbol h. Note that any pairing (I. 1) can be written 
in form (I .4) with say B = Z the ring of integers, or with B as the centre of A. A 
If M ~~ AMB then M = H om,(:IZ, *-I) has the structure of a B -.-I-bimo- 
dule, the action of B being given by 
If h is a pairing admitting B then OiL’) : N- &T is a B-linear map, and 
similarly for 0;“. 
Now fix A and B, and let ‘911 be a full subcategory of the category of A-B- 
bimodules AMB and ‘LX a full subcategory of the category of B-A-bimodules 
JrA both closed under finite direct sums, and so that ‘S contains the 8-duals 
of !IIJJt and vice versa. We can then form a category3 
‘Some caution is needed, as an A-pairing may admit several rings. It seems to us, 
however, that in this instance the danger of confusion is far less than the danger of an 
excessively complicated notation. 
3 Any of the notations we are using here provides only incomplete information. 
93 depends of course on more than A and B! 
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whose objects are the pairings h as in (1.4) and whose morphisms h, + Jzz are 
given by commutative diagrams 
with f~ W, g E ‘91. An isomorphism in $13 (given by requiring f and 6 to be 
isomorphisms) is denoted by h, ry 12,. The nonsingular pairings in 23 form 
a full subcategory. 
Let h be a pairing as in (1.4). Suppose that ill -= nfl -+ :Mz (direct sum of 
;I-B-bimodules, i.e. in ‘Jn), A7 m=: :Y1 ! 1\r2 (direct sum in 3). If 
h(m, (5) IL,) h(m, :$ Tzl) I-= 0 
for all nzl E M, , m2 t M, , n, t AF1 , II, t A’vyz and if 
hi : Mi (@Jo :vi --f -1’ (i = 1,2) 
are the restrictions of h, then WC say that h is the orthogonal sunz of h, and h, 
and write 
h = h, 1 122. 
For any given h, , h, E 23 there exists h E ‘23 so that 
h z h, A- h, 
and this defines h uniquely to within isomorphism. ;\Ioreover the operation 
1 is commutative and associative to within isomorphism. Finally h, 1_ h, is 
nonsingular if and only if h, and h, arc. 
2. ‘l’rw PRODUCT 
In this section d and B are rings and 
.M ~-: &l, N -= iVB, ti ~- AUB, I’ = sV7,, 
are modules or bimodules, as indicated. For a given B-pairing 
h:MxN-tB 
and a given .4-pairing admitting B 
k : U C$B 1_ --f ;1 
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we define the product as the pairing 
kh: (U@,M) x (N&V)+A 
which is the composition of 
(ZJ @Je M) x (Iv @B L7) + zi ‘(qB B c& v g 7J @B v 
with k. Explicitly we have 
kh(u @ 112, n @ v) = k(uh(m, n), v) = k(u, h(m, n) v). 
If C is a further ring, if M = sMc , S = clv, and if 
h : M (&. ~1~ ---f B 
then clearly kh admits C. For appropriate choices of underlying module 
categories the product K, h ++ kh then vields a functor 
BJA,B x BB,C - Bz4.C. (2.1) 
2.1. THEOREM. The product satisfjes the distributive laws 
V, -L 4) = kh, I 4 
(k, I kJ h v k,h 1 k,h 
and the associative law 
Z(kh) N (Ik) h. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Suppose for the moment that -4 is a commutative ring. Then all A-modules 
may be viewed as A-bimodules, and all z-l-pairings admit A. Take then 
above A = B = C. Now the product can be rewritten as 
kh(u @ m, n 0 v) = k(u, v) h(m, n), (2.2) 
and hence 
kh ‘v Izk. (2.3) 
We return to the general case. 
2.2. THEOREM. Suppose that 
(i) h and k are nonsingular 
(ii) Either M or V is a finitely generated projective left B-module. 
(iii) Either N OY U is aJinitely genevatedprojective right B-module. 
Then kh is nonsingular. 
For the proof we need two I~cmmas. For left B-modules X and 1’ there 
is a vvell-known natural homomorphism 
2.3, LEMMA. If either .T or 1’ is (I jinitelv generated, projective B-module 
then -T is nn isomorphism. 
Proof. Take first X == B(or 1. 7 B) and th en USC additivitp of functors. 
In the situation of Theorem 2.2 WC’ also have a natural isomorphism 
The next Lemma then effectively ields an alternative description of kh. 
2.4. LEMMA. The diagrunr 
commutes, and analogousl?, for 0”‘. 
Here WC: have suhstitutcd S M and 1’ mu: Hom,(l?‘, A) in the definition 
of 7. 
The proof of the Lemma is hy tedious direct verification. 
‘L’hc theorem now follows from the two Lemmas together with their 
right-handed versions. 
3. A-HERMITIAN FORMS 
Let .q now be a ring with involution, i.e. with an antiautomorphism 
u M ~7 so that ii n. The opposite 277 of say, a, left -I-module ill is an iso- 
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morphic copy of the additive group M under a map nz t, ?x, made into a 
right d-module by the rule 
- 
am = ma, 
and similarly for right A-modules 152. Thus the opposite is a pair of functors, 
changing hands, together with natural isomorphisms M s M of additive 
groups. We may identify functorially 
ikf = iI!2 and iii = m. 
(i.e. the composition M + R is the identity map). 
hloreover we shall also identify 
112 -z 161 
via the rule, stated here explicitly for left A-modules M, that 
(5, iTQM = (m, M)~, (3.1) 
with wz E M, x E & = Hom,(M, A). Finally we shall, via the involution 
of A, view the right (left) A-module A as its own opposite on change of hands. 
Let R be a commutative ring with involution. A is said to be an R-algebra 
with involution if A is an R-algebra and if, for Y E R and a E A, 
Any ring d with involution may of course bc viewed as an R-algebra with 
involution by taking e.g. R = Z the ring of integers with its only involution, 
or R 7 centre of z4 with the involution of R induced by .4. 
The units h of a ring R with involution, so that AX = 1 form a multiplicative 
group G(R). Let now A be an R-algebra with involution and let h E G(R). 
.Z A-Hevnzitian foun (over A) on a left A4-modulc M is an .-l-pairing 
so that for nz, mz E ill 
h(m, , rn,) -= Xh(N?, , 712J. (3.2) 
6ote that if one interprets h as a function on 114’ x Mone obtains, for h : 4: 1, 
the usual definition of a Hermitian (skew-Hcrmitian) form. If the in\-olution 
is trivial, and so the ring is commutative then of course we have ordinary 
svmmetric or skew-symmetric bilinear forms. - The definition of a h- 
Hermitian form can equivalently be expressed by the equation 
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where d is the opposite of 8. To ensure that a form h be nonsingular it thus 
suffices to require only that 6’:’ or Of’ be an isomorphism. 
In the sequel we shall be concerned with two rings ,4 and B with involution 
and with a full subcategory (3JL of the category of A-B-biomodules ,:MB, 
closed under finite direct sums. For each ME ‘JJ1, the module M (with the 
associated map m + FE) is then always to be viewed as the opposite of M 
both as an il- and as a B-module, and it will always be supposed that with J21 
also Hom,(M, A) lies in 9.R \Ve shall now write 
for the category of A-pairings admitting B 
with M, IV E 91331. 
h: M@,,N-+A (3.4) 
Now suppose A is an R-algebra with involution and let h E G(R). FVe 
introduce a subcategory 
‘13, = %3(9x), = 233,,,*, 
of !J3 as follows. Its objects are the h-Hermitian forms h admitting B, i.e. 
the A-pairings 
with ME W, which admit B and satisfy (3.2). A morphism h, + h, in B,) is 
given by a commutative diagram 
withfe ‘JJ and fits opposite. Thus !BA is not a full subcategory of 6%. Accord- 
ingly we shall now call an isomorphism h, ‘v ha in Bh an isometry. Note that 
two nonsingular h-Hermitian forms on the same module are always isomorphic 
as pairings, but need not be isometric. In this context note also that a11 
orthogonal decomposition (unique to within isometry) 
h = h, 1 h, (h, A, , h, E 23J 
is now given simply by a direct decomposition 
AI x1 + M2 
in (XR, so that e.g. 
h(JZ, ) M,) = 0. 
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The commutative and associative laws for orthogonal sums are now given by 
isometries. 
The definition of a h-Hermitian form can be usefully restated in terms of 
an “involution” h 3 h of B. Here, for lz given as in (3.4) 
is pairing with 
qn, m) x /z(m, 1z). (3.5) 
The pairing h is then a h-Hermitian form precisely when M == 1% and 
h -= Ah. 
All the preceding discussion applies in particular to h-Hermitian forms 
over -4, with no second ring B prescribed. In that case we simply put e.g. 
B -=z. 
Now we turn to products (cf. section 2). Here we have to consider three 
rings with involution zi, B and C, of which d and B are R-algebras with 
involution, and three categories 912 (of modules ALQIB), 92 (of modules .Nc) 
and k! (of modules &), 11 a sa is m conditions analogous to those imposed t’ fy’ g 
on 9.X. We shall moreover have to assume that if M E 912, ,V E 92 then 
ilrl @jB XE f?. Then we may identify, as C-A-bimodules, 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let A, p E G(R), k E %i(%ll), , h E %(92), . Then 
kh E %j(& . 
Thus t!x product kh of a h-Hermitian form k over J, admitting B, and 
of a p-Hcrmitian form h over B, is a +Hermitian form over z-1. In other 
words the product functor (2.1) induces a product functor (“product of 
forms”) 
~ia,m x %,C.u - ~A,C,Au * (34 
One can also strengthen 2.1. to 
3.2. THEOREM. (i) If h, h, , h, E ‘u,(92), k, k, , k, E 23$N) then ooze has 
isometrics in !lJA,(51!) 
h(k, 1 k2) ‘v hk, _L hk, 
(12, 1 h,) k N h,k 1 h,k. 
(ii) For forms h, k, I the associative Zazu k(kE) N (hk) I 
is ma isometry. 
The proofs of 3. I and 3.2 are obvious. 
Example. Let for any ring =I, 
p : 11 , A-l l z-1 
be the multiplication, i.e. p(n, , +) _m ui+ . ‘I’his is a nonsingular pairing, and 
it admits <4. Thus if h E !I3 A,B then ph is defined, if k E !ZS3,,, then kp is defined, 
and we have 
3.3. PROPOSITION. pk 'v h, kp rr k. If h and k aye fovms, these are iso- 
metries 
Note also that p is Hermitian (= I - Hermitian). 
The A-pairings h : M QB ii? - A4 with fixed M form an R-module, and the 
A-Hermitian forms among these an R,,-module, where R, -1 [x E R ! x - x]. 
Thus the group U(R) of units of R acts as a permutation group on the objects 
of %23(w) (scaling), and in fact as an automorphism group on ‘%[!lJL). Clearly 
with h also ph is nonsingular, when p E U(R). 
3.4. PROPOSITIOP;. If p E C:(R), X t G(R) then w :: @lh E G(R) and the 
map 
12 it ph 
dejines an isomorphism 
‘%3(‘3Ji),j N %(‘J31)w 
of catgovies, preserving orthogonal sums. 
Next suppose that B is an R-algebra with involution as well. For the pro- 
duct of an .q-pairing k admitting B and a B-pairing h we have then also 
‘I’he proof of these assertions is trivial. 
4. HYPERBOLIC FORMS 
Here again A is an R-algebra with involution and B is a ring with involution. 
‘J31 is a category as considered in Section 3 and X is an element of G(R). We 
introduce a functor 
II = Zr, : B(911) --f B(!JJ332), 
from A-pairings to A-Hermitian forms over A as follows. If 
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is an zJ-pairing, we define on the underlying module 
a pairing 
~__ 
I/(772, I- n1 , Pi, ~~~ 722) = b(m, ) iz,) ! hb(m, ) Cl). (4.1) 
One then verifies easily that in fact II,,(b) IS a A-Hermitian form admitting 
B. Using the involution on B(913) defined in (3.5) one has of course the 
simple formula 
H,(b) = b 1 Xb. (4.2) 
That H, actually is a functor is now easily seen. Moreover, from (4.2) we have 
4.1. PROPOSITION. HA(bl i b,) = H,dh) _L ~~A(&J~ 
Sext we obtain 
4.2. PROPOSITION. H,,(b) is nonsingular if and only ;f b is. 
PYOOf. One verifies that the map 
8”’ : &If , I\:- il? j- iv h 
is the direct sum of the maps 
0;” : 114 - N, 
q2) : Ly -, j-$ 
Thus 0;” is an isomorphism if and only if both 0:’ and Of’ are. This is what 
WC‘ had to prove. 
Under the hypotheses for which the product was defined in Section 3 we 
now have 
4.3. THEOREM. For b E B(tUl), h E B(‘%), 
H,(b) . h ‘v H,,(bh) (isometry) 
For K E B&R), , b E B(X) 
k - E-1,(6) N H,,,(R . b). (isometry). 
Proof. From (4.2) and the properties of the “involution” b M b and of 
“scalars” Ab under the product. 
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The nonsingular forms in !B(!lJl), of isometry type H,(b) with b E B((331) 
xi11 be said to be lzg~perholic with respect to !lJi’. If b ~~~ (,)M for some M E 9Jl 
WC shall use the symbol ZZ,!(:li;l) to denote both ZZ,(h) and its underlying 
module.” Clearly 
Zf~(JZ, ~ M,) --= ZZ,(M,) 1 zf^(MJ. 
Warning: ‘I’hc property of a form being hyperbolic very much depends 
on the category !llL Exumple: Let .i! lx a field of characteristic -+2 with 
trivial involution, and h 1 (quadratic forms). The classical hyperbolic 
plane is then hyperbolic if ‘331 is the category of all finite dimensional vector 
spaces, but is not hyperbolic if !lJuZ consists only of the even dimensional ones. 
Less artificial nd less trivial examples later. (cf. [3]). 
4.4. PROPOSITION. The hyperbolic X-Hermitian forms with respect to ,351 
are precisely those isometric to fwms EI,(1’11), zcith 11/1 E ‘JJ1 and u$lexiz~e. 
Proof. If A!Z is reflexive, i.e. (,:M is nonsingular then by 4.2. ZZA(M) is 
nonsingular. 
If conversely H,(b) is nonsingular then by 4.2. b is nonsingular, where say 
h is a pairing M gB i’cr ---> A. This implies firstly that M is reflexive and 
secondly that b is isomorphic to (,)M, via Of). Hence in fact H,(b) N H,(M). 
The following proposition yields a construction of hyperbolic forms. 
4.5. THEOREM. ,yupposr (i) that if 1VZ E !1J1 is the direct sum of A-B- 
bimoduules M, and M, then M, , M2 E 91, (ii) that 2 is a unit in .4. Zf R E !IS(%R), 
and h is nonsingular then h 1 -h is hyperbolic. 
More precisely 
11 1 ~-h z H,(h) 
where the module underlying b is isomorphic to that underlying h. 
For the theorem we need a Lemma, which is almost immediate from the 
definition of hyperbolic forms. 
4.6. LEMMA. Let h E ‘T3(W)h with underlying module U. Then h is hyper- 
bolic ;f and only if h is nonsingular, and 
LT =~ [:; .j. Ii, (direct sum in <%I) 
with the restriction qfh to Lil and to U, being null. 
Proof of 4.5. \Ve restate the condition of the theorem slightly. WC arc 
J In tile case of conxnutatlve rw~gs with trivial involution (and quadratic forms) 
the functor rI,(iW) was defined by Bass (cf. [I]) 
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given nonsingular A-Hermitian forms k, h, , lz, , where k = h, _L h, . If AZi 
is the underlying module of hi(i = 1,2) we are moreover given an isomorphism 
$4 : M, N M2 
in ,331, so that 
h,(m,~, n,$) = -h,(m, , ii,). 
Define then two homomorphisms M, - A/r _- 144, -k M, by 
m,tL = ml + 14 
mlv = m, - ml+. 
These are evidently injective maps of A-B-modules. 
Hence 
M,rIm~~Imv. 
Moreover as 2 is a unit 
M = Im p + Im v (direct sum) 
A straightforward computation now shows that the restrictions of k = h, .L h, 
to Im p and to Im v are both null. The theorem thus follows from the last 
Lemma. 
Finally we note that scaling respects the hyperbolic property. 
4.7. PROPOSITION. Let A, w = p,C-lh E G(R), with p E U(R). If h is h- 
Hermitian hyperbolic then ph is w-Hermitian hyperbolic 
For, 
M,(b) = Ho&b)- 
5. WITTGR~UPS AND WITTRINGS 
Here again A is an R-algebra with involution, B is a ring with involution 
and 9J)32 is a category of A-B-bimodules as before. For each h E G(R) the 
isometry classes (hj of nonsingular A-Hermitian forms h(in 23(9131),) form a 
commutative semigroup 
6, = 6(9JJl)A 
under the operation 
Denote by 
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its “enveloping” Abelian group, i.e. the universal object for homomorphisms 
of semigroups from 6, to Abelian groups. As an Abclian group 8, is generated 
by elements (h), again in biunique correspondence with the isometry classes 
{h} of nonsingular forms, with the defining relations 
(hl) i (&J (it, i J$) 
The associated homomorphism E h -. l (C,,, of semigroups is the map {h) w (h). 
That, under suitable conditions, this is inject& is Witt’s theorem. 
Sow let 
tin 5jp1q, 
be the subgroup of 6,, generated by the classes (h) of hyperbolic forms (with 
respect to !IX). We define the IVzYt RYOUP of !lJ331 to be the quotient group 
The image of (h) in !JU,, will be denoted by [h]. Inder the hypotheses on ,-1 
and ‘331 in 4.5, every element of $D,, is of form [h], i.e. the map GA - SrU,, is 
surjective. Moreover [h,] = [h2], ‘f t and only if there exists a nonsingular 
form k and hyperbolic forms I, and I, , so that 
4 i k -1. 1, - h, I k .L 1, . 
Now we turn to the situation in which the product of forms was defined 
in Section 3, i.e. we suppose that H is an K-algebra with involution as well 
and that C is a further ring with involution. gJ1, 91 and L! have then the same 
connotation as in Section 3. From 2.2, 3.1, 3.2 and 4.3. we now get imme- 
diately 
5.1. 'I'IIEOREM. Let&p E G(R). L%L~'J~ ose that for all nonsingulas 1~ E !B(YJ1), 
nno! all nonsingular k E B(S), also kh 2s nonsingular (e.g. if all modules in 911, 
or all modules in ‘32 aye finitely generated projective ovey U). Then tile product 
of forms yields hi-additive pairings 
G(!lJJ1),, x G(YL), --f qqnu ) 
(r,(!IJi),, x G(S), 4 6(5$, , 
‘W(‘3JQ x 2B(YI), --f m(Q),, , 
of semi-groups, or groups respectively. 
\\:e note several Corollaries. Take ?JJ{ as before, and let h be a nonsingular 
p-IIcrnritian form over B admitting C, on a module B-V.;. . IArt 2 be a category 
as above, containing all modules 11f t<‘!, i\‘, ME 9-U. 
5.2. COROLLARY. If either X is a Jinitely generated, projective left B- 
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module, or all ME 501 are jinitely generated, projecttide Tight B-modules, then 
the map k H kh gives rise to additive maps 
G(9.Q --f S(2)h, ) 
cii(!J-N),t - (C,(2),, 
2IqW), + ‘nqi?),, .
Interchanging roles, let k be a nonsingular h-Hermitian form o\cr -1, 
admitting B, on a module AMB. 
5.3. COROLLARY. If either A!i’ is a $nitely genevated, projective right 
B-module, or all X E % are jnitely generated, projective left B-modules, then 
the map h - kh gives rise to additive maps 
Both Corollaries follow from the theorem and from 2.2. 
Kow we shall consider a particular cast. Let R be a commutative ring with 
involution and BI a category of R-algebras with involution. For each pair 
=1, B E ?I let W = A!llls be now the category of d-B-bimodules a?krB := :%Z 
with the two properties: (i) As a left A-module M is finitely generated pro- 
jective, (ii) The two R-module structures of M, (via ‘4 and via B) coincide. 
njote that for such an :I2 and for any finitely generated projective left B- 
module C’, also the left J-module 21~2 @B CT is finitclv generated, projective. 
Therefore if $2 E n!lXB , L\T E BY& then M- 6JB 1V E AWc . For 
-4, R E ?I, h E G(R) we introduce the notation 
‘im~,B,,\ == ‘2&3(a’331,),, (5.1) 
Both here and in most that follows wc consider esplicitly only ‘W, leaving the 
corresponding definitions and results for (6 (and partly for G) to the reader. 
In our notation R does not occur although of course the group (5.1) depends 
on it. 
From the last theorem, and from 3.2. (ii) and (3.3) we have 
5.4. COROLLARY. The product of forms gives rise to pairings 
77 : m-4 B h c$ %3,C,,L - 2~.4,C,Au , * 
w iere 1 
v(y, +, Y)) = 44% P)? Y). 
10 paiticuEa7 23J3,,,., isa ring zcith identity and 2SA,~,,, is a $33~ ,,, 1 - ‘~J~Is,,,, , s 
-&nodule, the first ~inp actin, n on the left, tke second one on the Tight. Tke 
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pairing in is then a map of bimodules which factorizes through the tensor product 
ocer ‘33 B,B,1 ’ 
Special case: R x Z, ‘LI the category of rings with involution, h = &I. 
For commutative rings .4 one obtains the correct definition of the Wittring 
by taking in our preceding construction R = ~1. Then #AR is just the 
catcgory of finitely generated projective left R-modules, the right structure 
of M being given by the left one. We now write 
D(R) = ‘%t,,,, > 
‘@j(R) == C bBR,R,,j (direct sum). 
EC(R) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Then we have 
5.5. ‘~‘HEOREM. %3(R) and ‘m(R) aye commutative rings, the latter one is a 
graded ring with grading group G(R). 
We shall call m(R) the Wittring and B(R) the extended Wittring of R. 
(Analogously one gets rings Q(R) and G(R) of course). 
Apart from the commutativity, which follows from (2.2.), the theorem is 
a Corollary of 5.4. 
Examples: 1) If R is a field with trivial involution of characteristic f 2 
then !JJJ(R) is the usual Wittring, G(R) = (&l} and m-,(R) = 0, whence 
‘@J(R) = ‘93(R). 
2) Let R be a field with non-trivial involution. By 3.4. and by Hilbert’s 
theorem 90 each homogeneous component mu,,,,, of@(R) is an isomorphic 
image of the Abelian group m(R) under some map (Y + teal, p E U, , $-l = ;\. 
Multiplication is determined by 
ai E ‘%3(R), pLi E U,(cf. (3.5)). 
If e.g. R =: C is the field of complex numbers, with conjugation as the 
involution, then ‘m(C) z- Z, and so ‘luc,c,,, gz Z for all X. 
\Ve mention briefly some simple functorial properties. Others will bc 
discussed in subsequent sections. 
Let here again .iz be an R-algebra with involution, and letf : B, + B be a 
homomorphism of rings with involution. Then the forgetful functor from 
R-~nodules to K,-modules preserves opposites, and gives rise to a functor 
,,,y.13ia -.F A%)LB, . One sees then easily that this induces maps on 5. 6 and YB. 
5.4. l’K#POsITIoN. ‘%B,~.o,., is a contvavariant functov of the category of 
rit~gs R with involution, and analogously for S and 6 
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Nest let now B and C be R-algebras with involution. Then B OR C is an 
R-algebra with involution. If M = Ma , IV =- NC then M $J!R :Vis a B OR C- 
module, and wc may identify 
as B @jA C-modules. Now take A =m Ii. If k is a p-Hermitian form over R 
on M, admitting B, h a A-Hermitian form over R on AT, admitting C, then kh 
is a ;\p-Hermitian form over R on M @JR nr, admitting B @5jR C. Going over 
to ‘1w we have 
5.7. PROPOSITION. Theproduct off ems oveF R gives rise to a honzomorphim 
6. CHANGE OF RING- GOI~TG UP 
In the present section A and -4, are R-algebras with involution, f : iz -+ -dl 
is a homomorphism of R-algebras with involution and B is a ring with 
involution. We mention in passing that even if we have no involutions 
present all the definitions and results of this and of the next section which 
refer to pairings only will still remain true. The product 
(cf. Example in Section 3) is a nonsingular Hermitian form over A,. It 
clearly admits i2, with A, viewed as an r3-module via f, and identified with its 
own opposite over .4 in the obvious manner. For any -4-pairing 
h : U !$& b’ -- r a1 
admitting B, define 
/r(f) == pa,h (product). 
Thus /z(f) is an =I,-pairing 
(A, @A U) @jiB (I - ‘$>A &) ---f A, . 
\:‘e then have, in the obvious connotation for the symbols involved, 
6.1. THEOREM. (i) The nrup hit 11 (f) dejines functors !13JA,B --z BAl,, and 
23 A,B,,\ + V3JA,,B,A preserving orthogonal sums. 
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(ii) rf h is non&gular, aud if either the undeievlying modules of h are$nitely 
generated projective L4-modules or -4, is a finitely generated, projective Tight 
A4-nlodule fhen h’f) is nort-sit~~qular. 
(iii) (llA(b))(‘) =- Zl,j(b(f)). 
Proof. (i) follows from 2. I, 3. I, 3.2, (ii) from 2.2, and (iii) from 4.3. 
6.2. (COROLLARY. !IDA,B,, is a covariant junctor of R-algebras =1. SimilarLv 
fOY E rind 6 
One sees of course easily, in connection with 5.6, that X,.,,,, is actually 
a functor of the pair A, B. 
\Ve shall now consider a slight variant of the situation discussed so far. Let 
R and R, be both commutative rings with involution and let g : R-R, be 
a homomorphism of rings with involution. Then, for anv R-algebra iI with 
involution, g induces a homomorphism i? -+ -dl -1 zJ &>:)R R, of rings with 
involution. Note that if n/r AMB then M, : R, OK M is an =1, - R,-bimodule. 
As left -d,-module, M, z ‘-ll <?JijA M and as right &-module, iP1, z M GB R, . 
If h is an A-pairing admitting B, and if f is the map il + -3, induced byg, 
then W’ admits B, as we already know, as well as R, and hence admits R, . 
Denote now by h[gJ this ;3,-pairing admitting B, . Let h, = g(X) E G(R,). 
6.3. THEOREM (i) The map hit hP1 defines funcfors S3,,, -+ ‘%11,1,,1 and 
23 .4,B,A - 9.4 B 1% I’“1 ’ preserving orthogonal sums 
(ii) If h is nonsingular and iJ either the underlying modules of h are finitely 
geneuated, projective A-modules, OY R, is a jnitely genevated projective R-module 
then h[!‘l is nonsinwlar. 
(iii) (H,,(b))lg: = H,I(br!‘l). 
(iv) k[“Ih[“l 2 (kh)[“I. 
(Isomorphism for pairings, isometry for forms) 
hoof. For (i)-(iii) proceed as in Theorem 6.1. 
For (iv) let 
k : U @lB V - A 
be an J-pairing, and 
h: M@,A+B 
be a B-pairing. Then we have to consider the pairings 
(kh)L”J :(R, Cx)R (,T QB M) (&, (N @jB I)’ @A R,) ---f A, 
k’s’h’Y’ : ([RI OR Cl @B, [R, 63~ MI) Oc, ([R, OR Nl C& [R, OR VI) - i-I, . 
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‘I’hcrc is a natural isomorphism 
of _ I, ~ C’,-bimodules, and one can verify that zc (together with its analogue 
on the righthand side) defines an isomorphism of pairings (6.1). If the pairings 
arc actually forms, then in view of the naturality of w, this isomorphism 
becomes an isometry of forms. For the actual computation note that for 
.x, 4’ t R, ) 21 E C' and II7 t -11 
ec([.r 1-21 u] '3 [y '2; m]) = sy @j 21 @j m. 
6.4. ('OROLLARY. 'IU(K) md $3(n) are jimctou of the catqgory of comma- 
tative Gngs with involution iu the categolgj of commutative Gngs, or of group- 
graded commutative i’iigs respective<z.. 
Finally we note one of many forms of direct product decomposition. 
Let R = n:.Lr Ri be a direct product of commutative rings with involution. 
Then of course analogously .d -= nr=, Ai etc. \Vritc Xi for the image of X in 
Iii . Then we have 
6.5. PROPOSITION 
7. CHANGE OF RING - GOIKG DOWN 
In this section R is a commutative ring with involution and A is an 
R-algebra with involution. ,4n R-linear map 
1 : -4 --+ R 
will be called an involution trace if 
2’(i) Z(a) = vj, 
(ii) I(a,a,) =: l(a,a,) 
(iii) The R-pairing L : A x .-I + R given by L(a, , u2) = Z(a,a,) is 
nonsingular. 
As usual WC identify :2 = ,4 (as R-modules) via the involution of -3. 
‘Ihen 
and so I, is a Hermitian form over H. I, is also svmmetric. It admits -3, i.e. 
qup, , 0;s) I@, , U&), 
and morcov-er 
qua, , NJ L(al ( a2a). 
Examples. 1) Let K be a field with triv ial involution, -I a finite dimensional 
separable R-algebra and 1 the reduced trace. 
2) Let A = :WJR) be the ring of 11 by II matrices over the ring K, and let 
(a,,) -= (-)L(,). 1,; _ a,, 
Let 1 be the matrix trace. 
3) Let *.i = R(T) be the group ring of a finite group I’ over the ring R, 
and let the involution on R(T) be that which extends that of R and takes y 
into ^J l (for y E F), i.e. 
This will be called the stanrlard extemion of the involution of R. Let finally 
1 (C a_y) -= a, . 
‘IVe shall need the operation of transposing pairings, which works well over 
a commutative ring R. If 
h : .%I ,~: .\: - R 
is an R-pairing, we write 
bT: n- :i JI+ R 
for the transposed pairing given by 
b=(n, VI) ::- b(m, n) (7.1) 
Note that bT y? 6 in general. Transposition preserves orthogonal sums and 
nonsingularity. Moreover the transposed of a A-Hermitian form is again 
A-Hermitian, and also HA(bT) ---~ H,l(b)T. 
Suppose from now on that we are given an involution trace 1 : A -R. 
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Let !lJi be a category of left .-l-modules, viewed as bimodules 112 = A~U’K 
with the usual properties and let 5BAaR be the category of .-l-pairings 
h : Al i‘x b,Q x - -4 (7.2) 
wrth 112, 1%’ E 93 and %JR,A the category of R-pairings 
k : IT :;jA -1Z-t R, (7.3) 
admitting &-l. Use subscripts h from G(R) in the usual connotation. 
7.1. THEOREM. The map 
11 M 11, = (I, * h)T 
gives rise to isomorphisms of categories 
B,g,EB R..4 
23 A.R,,\ -~  sR,A., 
zchich preserve orthogonal sums, and so that 
H,(h), = Hh(hl). 
If eithes A is a finitely generated projective R-modules, or if 9.N is the category 
of Jinztely generated projective left .l-modules then h, is nonsingular. whenever h 
is. In this case we have isomorphisms of Witt groups. 
\Ve shall refer to all the functors of the last theorems as trace mappings. 
Note that the part of the theorem which refers to pairings in general does not 
require the presence of an involution. 
Proof. The theory of the product, and the basic properties of transposition 
yield functors 
23 A.R - BR,R , 
23 A3R.A - sR,R>, . 
preserving orthogonal sums, the operator HA and under suitable conditions 
also nonsingularity. What we have to show is firstly that pairings h, admit iI 
and secondly that the resulting functors are isomorphisms. 
Consider then a pairing h as given in (7.2). Let m E M, II E A- and a E A. 
Then 
h,(na, m) r= Lh(m, @a) = I(h(m, E) a) = I(ah(m, e)) = Lh(am, %) = hL(7i, am). 
Thus hl does admit A. 
Let now k be a pairing as in (7.3). For n EN, m EM the map 
a ij k(Ca, m) 
is 27, element of 130mR(z4, I<), which \w shall denote by b(m, u). As the 
pairing I, is nonsinguiar the map ~9;) : _ I + tlom,( .-1, L) is an isomorphism. 
Let 
k’(tn, II) ~~ (ty’) ‘(k(ttt, n)). 
Thus k” is determined by 
Z(k2(m, I7) u) -= k(ttu, tn), for all n E A. 
It follow now that in fact 
As the map k it k’ preserves orthogonal sums, and commutes with scaling 
and in\-olution it follows also that Ir,(k’) El,,(k)‘. Thus WC get an iso- 
morphism of \I’itt groups. 
If 17, k t C!32JA,R then h, , k, t 2q,,,4 and so the products h, . k, k, . h are 
defined and lie in !B3,., .
7.2. h3OPOSITION. h, . k 2 kl . k, trud thk is (ttt isometry if k mu k are 
f oI’nzs. 
Z’wqf. IA 
k : !I,1 z% s--+ A, k: I- x l--t,-I. 
Then 
= l(h(m, ttk(u, a))) = l(h(m, II) k(u, z-)) 
= l(k(u, F) h(wt, II)) = k, . h(zt ‘3 tn, II 6; u). 
l’hus the interchange of the two tensor factors defines an isomorphism of 
pairings, respectively an isomctry of forms. 
The result for pairings is of course also true \vhen there art‘ no involutions. 
ZhzrnpZe. From the point of view of applications the following cvample 
is crucial. TVc take A = K(r) as the group ring over R of a finite group I’with 
the standard extension of the involutions of I? (see the beginning of this 
section), and 2 as the map with I!(Y) Ofory;5 l,/(l) = !. 
\Vc shall subsequently show that 2Aix,,,,,, is the same as the category of 
rcprcscntations of I’ by automorphisms of h-Hcrmitian forms over R. The 
isomorphism LBA,R,n =+- !L!3R,A,, thus s!lo~vs that this reprcscntation category 
is isomorphic also to that of A-Hermitian lorms over the group ring. 
:Ip!*,lirtrtiot~. M’e shall determine the \\.itt groups of the quatcrniori 
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algebra D over the field R of real numbers, with respect to the standard 
involution of D (with aa > O!). We shall show that 
‘n‘rD,R,l >= 93, :G 2 (7.4) 
‘93 D,R,-l = a-~ -“- z,‘2z. (7.5) 
Let p be the multiplication of D and let I : D --r R be the reduced trace. 
This yields a map CJ : W, --f m(R) z Z. 0 ne computes pL and finds that this 
real form has signature -2. Hence its U’itt class [p,] over R is not zero. Thus 
Im u -% Z. (7.4) will follow once we have shown that 
(7.6) 
(i.e. is generated by the R’itt class [p] of p over D). 
We use the classification theorem of [4] (cf. 1.1.). The adjoint involution 
(see next section) of p is the standard one. The group Li(D) of units of D then 
contains precisely two classes of symmetric elements, represented by 5 1. 
Thus, apart from isometric ones, D admits two Hermitian forms, namely 
p and -p. By 4.5, [-p] m=: -[p]. By the splitting theorem (cf [4] 2.1, 2.3), 
(7.6) now follows. 
Again, the group U(D) contains precisely one class of skew-symmetric 
elements, and hence D admits precisely one skew Hermitian form h, apart 
from isometric ones. Thus, by the splitting theorem, [h] generates ‘9K, . But 
h is not hyperbolic, as D is a simple D-module. Hence [h] f 0. On the other 
hand h :s --h, i.e. [h] = [--h] = -[h] and so 2[h] = 0. This then gives 
(7.5). 
8. MORITA THEORY 
In the present section .1 and B are R-algebras with involution; and X E G(R). 
A A-Hermitian Morita context is given by a module APVB, with its opposite 
BrA and by a A-Hermitian form 
12 : I- 3:!B 1’ + .4 I@. 1) 
over A, admitting B, and a A-Hermitian form 
H : 7 i;ga T- - B (8.2) 
over B, admitting A, so that as usual 
qv, 3 C‘J VL3 = z’lw(z:, )vn), (8.3) 
qh(v, , v,) ~ H(q , v2) gilg . (8.4) 
Note : If h and II are given as A-Hermitian then (8.3) already implies (8.4). 
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If on the other hand R acts faithfully on I-, and if h is given as h-Hermitian, 
then the pairing H satisfying (8.3) and (8.4) must be a X-Hermit&r form. 
Clearly a X-Hermitian Morita contest is a Jlorita context in the usual sense. 
Let W (and !R) be full subcategories of the categories of left il-modules (and 
left B-modules) so that l7 ;i B yields a functor 91 -+ 9J1 and P aA a functor 
!lJi --) m. 
8.1. 'I'HEOREM. Suppose thut I . is finitely generated projective over both -4 
and B, so that the conditions fey Morita equivalence 9Jl ‘v !Jl are satisfied. Theu 
the maps 
yield isomorphisms 
‘H(h), : %(%), ‘v %(!N),, 
S(H), : iB(YJJL), ry !B(91)nu 
preserving nonsingularity, orthogonal sums, and hyperbolic forms. There result 
isomorphisms 
a(%), ‘u 5(w),, 
cqrn), 2! Q(!Q 
‘rn(%), ‘v ‘1u(!N),,, . 
@-Hermitian Morita equivulence). 
X.2. COROLLARY. .-l A-Hermitian ;Worita equivalence gives rise to iso- 
morphisms 
Proof qf 8.1. By the general iLIorita theory it follows that h and H are 
nonsingular. The whole theorem now follows from 5.2. once we have shown 
that the functors induced by the maps (*) are isomorphism. All the rest is a 
consequence of the properties of products. 
We shall establish an isometry 
II . h m-: hpB (8.5) 
where, as before, p, is the multiplication B x B + 23. Similarly one obtains 
h. H=hpA 
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As ps and pa induce identity functors the result follows immediately from 
the fact that %(A 0 H) = B(h) c B(H) etc. 
The underlying map for the isometry (8.5) is to be 
II: P& ITp+B, 
which we know by Morita theory to be an isomorphism. IVe have identified 
v cZ~,~ T- with its own opposite via 8, @ v2 = r’? @: r, . Thus the opposite 
isomorphism to H is given by the map 
\Ve thus have to prove that the following diagram commutes 
NOW 
(8.6) 
by (8.4) 
This completes the proof. 
To show how a A-Hermitian Morita context arises we shall introduce the 
adjoint involution. 
8.2. THEOREM. Let A be an R-algebra with involution, let X E G(R) and let 
11 : M x M -+ ,4 
be a nonsingular A-Hevmitian form. Write E = EndA (M) and view M as a 
right E-module. 
(i) There exists a unique involution s ++ s on E (called the adjoint inaolu- 
tion) so that for all s E E, all m, , mp E M 
h(m,s, F&) = h(m, , m,S), (8.7) 
i.e. so that. WI uiu~irg 111 cdso as the okposite of the right B-nzod~le 31, h will 
admit i:‘, i.e. zclill factorize throu,gh 
,w ‘/I f: -11 -f Ad. 
(ii) The adjoint involution makes I:‘ into an I<-a[yehm zcith inuolutiorl. 
(iii) There is a A-llevmitiarl font 
Ii : L1/ ‘., .I1 -+ 1: 
over E, which peseuts a Morita coiltest. i.c. satisfies (8.3), (8.4). 
Proof. ‘I’hat (8.7) defines a map .q + 5 on E is immediate from the fact 
that h is nonsingular. That this yields an involution is now verified by straight- 
forward computation. 
(ii) is trivial. 
For (iii) one &fines H as a pairing, \.ia (8.3) and then verifies all the other 
properties. 
We mention also 
8.3. PROPOSITION. The adjoint involution for pA is the xiz’etl OML 
Proof. By the associative law of multiplication in -4. 
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